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ABSTRACT 
We propose a new polynomial potential-reduction method for linear program- 
ming, which can also be seen as a large-step path-following method. We do an 
(approximate) linesearch along the Newton direction with respect to Renegar’s 
strictly convex potential function if the iterate is far away from the central trajectory. 
If the iterate lies close to the trajectory, we update the lower bound for the optimal 
value. Dependent on this updating scheme, the iteration bound can be proved to be 
O(\lFIL) or O(nL). 0 ur method differs from the recently published potential-reduc- 
tion methods in the choice of the potential function and the search direction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Karmarkar [6] presented his projective method for the solution of 
the linear programming problem in 1984, many other variants have been 
developed by researchers. Most of these variants can be classified into four 
main categories: projective methods, afflne scaling methods, path-following 
methods, and afflne potential-reduction methods. 
In general, path-following algorithms start sufficiently close to the central 
path and follow this path closely towards the optimum, by taking very short 
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steps. These characteristics of the path-following algorithms have made them 
unattractive in practice. 
The recently developed affine potential-reduction methods don’t have 
these disadvantages. Many algorithms of this category can be viewed as 
large-step path-following algorithms. Among them are the primal-dual poten- 
tial-reduction method of Ye [ll] and Freund [2]. These algorithms are based 
on reducing the primal-dual potential function. 
n 
fr(X,S) =qInx*s- C lnrisi, 
i=l 
where q is a positive real number. It has been proved that either doing a 
linesearch along the primal projected steepest descent or recomputing the 
dual variables leads at least to a constant reduction in the potential function. 
The dual variables are recomputed if the primal iterate is close to the central 
path. 
Roos and Vial [9] proposed another large-step path-following algorithm 
based on reductions of the primal logarithmic penalty barrier function, 
defined as 
CTX --z* 
fBP(XTPcL) = - L lnxi, 
IJ i=l 
where z* is the optimal objective value. In this approach projected Newton 
steps with linesearches are taken, with the penalty parameter p fixed, until 
the iterate returns to the vicinity of the trajectory. After that, the penalty 
parameter is reduced by a large factor. They also showed polynomiality for 
this method. In essence the same approach was independently done by 
Gonzaga [3], in a more general way. 
Gonzaga [4] also proposed another large-step path-following algorithm, 
which is based on the primal potential function. 
fcP(r,;)=qln(cTx-z)- tlnrj, 
i=l 
where z is a lower bound for the optimal value z*. When the iterate lies 
close to the central trajectory, the lower bound is updated by large steps, 
whereafter linesearches along the projected steepest-descent directions are 
done to return to the vicinity of the central trajectory. 
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In the barrier-function approach of Roos and Vial [9] and Gonzaga [3] 
linesearches are done along the Newton direction with respect to the 
logarithmic barrier function. This Newton direction coincides with the pro- 
jected steepest-descent direction. In the potential-function reduction ap- 
proach of Ye [ll], Freund [2], and Gonzaga [4] linesearches are also done 
along projected steepest-descent directions. In these approaches it is impos- 
sible to prove polynomiality for the case that Newton directions are used 
instead of projected steepest-descent directions, because f,. and f,, are not 
necessarily convex. 
In this paper we propose another large-step path-following algorithm. We 
deal with the linear programming problem in standard dual format. Our 
method is based on the following dual potential function: 
f(q,z)=-qIn(hry-z)- elnsi. 
i=I 
In this paper we assume that y is a (positive) integer, as is needed in the 
proof of some of our results. As one of the referees pointed out, it might be 
worthwhile to get rid of this assumption. Note that for y = n the potential 
function is exactly the same as the one used by Renegar [8]. 
One may consider two different potential-reduction methods: a method 
which does linesearches along the projected steepest-descent direction and a 
method which uses linesearches along projected Newton directions. In [I] it 
is shown that the projected steepest-descent direction with respect to Rene- 
gar’s potential function is 
bTy-z 
pf = d;,, + 7 dcent, 
where d,, is the dual affine scaling direction, defined as 
d,, = (AS-‘AT)-‘b, 
and Lnt is the dual centering direction, defined as 
d cent = -(As-~A~)-~AS-~~. 
The same techniques as used in other potential-reduction methods can be 
used to develop a polynomial method based on this direction. 
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In this paper we will show that we can also develop a polynomial method 
based on the projected Newton direction with respect to Renegar’s potential 
function. In [l] it is shown that this direction is (after reparametrizing) 
Hence, while all other potential-reduction methods do linesearches along 
projected steepest-descent directions, in our method we do linesearches 
along projected Newton directions. We note that also in Renegar’s [8] 
short-step path-following method a step is taken along the Newton direction 
p, but the central path is followed very closely. 
One of the referees noted that some results obtained in this paper are 
closely related to Nesterov and Nemirovsky’s results in their monograph 171, 
which was unknown to the authors when we submitted this paper. The 
referee also observed that our results are sharper, because we deal with a 
specific potential function. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe our algo- 
rithm. Then, in Section 3, we prove some lemmas needed for the conver- 
gence analysis in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we show how to obtain 
primal feasible solutions. 
NOTATION. Throughout the paper we use the following notation. If s 
denotes a vector, then the corresponding capital letter S will denote the 
diagonal matrix with the components of s on the diagonal. The vector e will 
always denote an all-one vector of appropriate length. The identity matrix 
will be denoted by 1. The vector norm 11.1) will always denote the Euclidean 
norm l/y/l = (yTy)‘/‘. Superscrip ts will be used to denote different iterates, 
e.g. y1 and y2. 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
We consider the dual 
(D) 
formulation of the linear programming problem: 
max bry : 
ATy+s=c, 
s>o. 
Here A is an m X n matrix, and b and c are m- and n-dimensional vectors 
respectively. The n-dimensional vector y is the variable in which the 
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maximization is done. Without loss of generality we assume that all the 
coefficients are integer. We shall denote the length of the input data of CD) 
by L. 
We make the standard assumption that the set of optimal solutions for 
(D) is bounded, and that the feasible region has a nonempty interior. 
Additional assumptions will be made in the sequel of this paper. 
It is easy to verify that f(y,z) is strictly convex on the relative interior of 
the feasible region. It also takes infinite values on the boundary of the 
feasible set. Hence it achieves a minimum value at a unique point, denoted 
as y(z). The necessary and sufficient Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for this 
unique minimizing point are 
ATy+s=c, s z 0, 
Ax=b, x >, 0, 
bTy-z 
Xs=----e 
4 ’ 
(1) 
where x is a n-dimensional vector. Hence y(z) lies on the central trajectory 
of problem (D). 
For the potential function fC y, z) we can easily compute the 
Hessian matrix: 
gradient and 
g(y,z) :=Vf( y,z) = ___ -4 b+ 2 
ai 
bTy-z i=l ci-a;ry’ 
and 
T 
H( y,z) :=V’f( y,z) = 
(b’y: z)’ bbT + igl (ci ul;;y). . 
If no confusion is possible we will write, for shortness’ sake, g and H instead 
of g( y, z) and H(y, z). 
Note that, roughly speaking, the original linear programming problem has 
now become a series of unconstrained optimization problems, namely 
min f( y, z) with increasing lower bound z. One way of solving these prob- 
lems is doing linesearches along projected steepest-descent directions. This 
direction is simply the opposite of the gradient. 
Another well-known, and more promising, method of solving uncon- 
strained optimization problems is Newton’s method, which is used in our 
algorithm. In Newton’s method the gradient of f( y, z) at the minimum y(z) 
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is expanded in a Taylor series about the current iterate y, so that 
Neglecting third-order and higher-order terms, let y’ denote the minimum 
of the quadratic appnkmation of f( y, z). Then 
Hence 
y’-y=-H(y,z)_‘g(y,t). 
We will apply linesearch along the Newton direction 
p(y,,-):=-H(y,z)-‘g(y,z)=-H-‘g. 
This will be repeated until the iterate is close to the central trajectory. We 
will use the H-norm (1. I(,, to measure closeness of points, and especially 
closeness to the central trajectory. The definition of this norm is as follows: 
Because H is positive definite, Il.I[H d e mes a norm. We will stop linesearch- f 
ing along Newton directions if the following proximity criterion is satisfied: 
where E is a certain tolerance, and p = p(y,z). Note that IJpllH = 0 if and 
onIy if y = y(z). The same proximity criterion is used by Jarre [S]. If the 
proximity criterion holds, we update the lower bound as follows: 
2’ := z + e(bTy -z), 
where 0 < 0 < 1. The whole process is repeated until some stopping criterion 
is satisfied. We note that z ’ is really a lower bound for z *, because 
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We can now describe the algorithm. 
LONG-STEP PATH-FOLLOWING ALGORITHM. 
Input : 
8 is the reduction factor, 0 < 8 < 1; 
t is an accuracy parameter, t E N; 
E is the proximity tolerance (we shall take E = t); 
y” is a given interior feasible point, and z” is a lower bound for the 
optimal value, such that lJp(y”,zoI(]~~y~,z~~ Q l , z” < bry’, and z* - ,z” < 
2L. 
begin 
y:= yo; z:=zo. 
while bTy - z i 2-’ do 
begin (outer step)q 
while [Jp(lH > E do 
begin (inner step) 
E := argmin (r > ,{f(y + cxp, z): s - cuATp > 01 
y:=y+Ep 
end (inner step) 
z := z + e(bTy - z); 
end (outer step) 
end. 
In the input of the algorithm we assume that the initial point is close to 
the central path. It is well known in the literature that such a point can be 
obtained by transforming the problem; see e.g. Renegar [8]. Later on this 
“centering assumption” will be alleviated. 
3. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
In Section 4 we will prove that the Long-Step Path-Following Algorithm 
is polynomial. The next lemmas are needed to prove an upper bound for the 
total number of inner iterations. The lemmas are built up as follows: 
Lemma 1 states that if we do a linesearch along the Newton direction, 
then a sufficient decrease in the potential value can be guaranteed; 
Lemma 2 states that the sequence of iterates, obtained by doing unit 
steps in the Newton direction, converges quadratically to the exact center if 
the initial iterate fulfill the proximity criterion; 
Lemma 3 gives an upper bound for the difference in potential value of 
the approximately centered iterate and the exact center; 
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Lemma 4 states that if the Iower bound is updated then the potential 
value increases by a constant; 
Lemma 5 will be used in Lemma 6, to give a relation between bry - z 
and bry(z)- z, for the case that y fulfils the proximity criterion; 
Lemmas 7 and 8 give some properties for bry(.z)- t. 
LEMMA 1. The decrease Af in the potential function after a linesearch 
along the Newton direction p satisjes 
Af a IlpL -ln(l+ llpll~). 
Proof. We expand f(y + cup, z) in a Taylor series about y as follows: 
f(y + ~P,z) =f(y?z) + ag’p+ TP~HP 
+ g (-l)jd q(bTp)j + t (a;p)’ 
j=3 .i i (bTy - z)j 
i-1 (a:y-c,)” . (2) 
1 
We have 
pTHp = Ilpll:, 
and, using that g = - Hp, 
gTp = - pTHp = - llp11f,. 
For j = 3,4,. . . we may write 
dbTdJ n (arp)’ 
, (b=y - z)’ + iF1 (aTy - Ci)j 
I dbTd2 ’ (bTy-z)2 
= ( ~TH~)“~ 
= IlplljH. (3) 
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Hence it follows that 
The last equality holds only if 
~llpllff < 1. (4) 
Substituting all these expressions into (2), we obtain 
Hence, since Af = f( y, z) - f( y + cup, z), 
Af a a(llplli + IlpllH)+ln(l- dpllri). (5) 
The value LY = l/(1 + IJpJJ ) II maximizes the right-hand side of the inequality 
(5). This can easily be verified by setting the derivative equal to zero. This 
value for (Y also satisfies the condition (4). Replacing LY by this value yields 
the lemma. n 
LEMMA 2. L_et p* and H * be the Newton direction and the Hessian 
matrix at y* = y + p. of lIpllH < 1, then y* is feasible and llp*ll~* < lIplIft. 
Proof. Let the matrix A be given by 
A:=(al *.- a, a,,, f*. an+<,), 
where aj := - b for n + 1 Q j Q n + q. The components of the diagonal 
matrix S are defined as si for 1 gig n and bTy-z for n +l<i ,< n +q. 
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We also introduce the matrix B := #-‘. Now it can easily be verified that 
H= BBT and g = Be. Hence, the Newton step p is determined by 
BBTp = - Be. (6) 
We define the vector v as v := BTp. We then have 
llvl12 = pTBBTp = Ilpll:,. 
Hence, because ljpllll < 1 we have 
-e,<v<e. 
For the slack vector in y* we obtain 
(7) 
i*=B-Zp=S(e-v)aO, (8) 
where the last inequality follows from (7). This means that y* is feasible. 
From the definition of v we derive that v is in the column space of BT, 
which is equal to the row space of B. Moreover, from (6) we derive that 
Bo = - Be. This means that v is the least 2-norm solution of the equation 
B(Z + e) = 0. As a consequence, v * will be the least 2-norm solution of the 
eouation B*(V* + e) = 0. This eouation is eouivalent to A(S*>-‘(a* + e) = 
I 
0. Because of s’* = 3 - S’V, from*(8), it follows that 
solution of 
v* is the least g-norm 
B(I-V)-‘(C*+e)=O. (9) 
If we set (I - V)-‘(U* + e) equal to v + e, then E* satisfies (9). After some 
algebraic manipulations this reduces to setting V* = -Vu. Hence we have 
llv*l12 < 11~*112 = IIVVII” < llvl14, 
which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 3. tit y be such that IlpIIH < E < 1. Then 
n 
E2 
f(YJw-(Y(+) G 2(1_E)(1_E2). 
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Proof. Taking (Y = 1 in (2>, we get 
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 1, one can show that 
f(y,z) -f(Y+ PT-?) Q - llpllH -In(l- llpllr~) 
<-•-ln(l-e) 
E2 
G 2(1--E) ’ 
(12) 
where the last inequality is due to Karma&r [6]. Because ((p((H < 1, it 
follows from Lemma 2 that y lies in the region of quadratic convergence. 
This also means that the sequence of iterates obtained by repeatedly taking a 
unit step in the Newton direction converges to the exact center y(s). The 
lemma now follows by repeatedly applying Lemma 2 and (12): 
E2’+’ 
f(Ykf(YW) G 2 2(1_ $) 
i=O 
.f2 
i ’ 2(leE) i=O 
E2i 
c2 
= 2(1-E)(l-•E”) ’ 
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LEMMA 4. L.et z’ be the new lower bound, i.e. z’= z + fNbTy - z), 
where 0<8<1. Then 
f(y,z’)-f(y,z)=-4ln(l-e). 
Proof. The proof is simple and straightforward. We have 
bTY _ z’ = bTy _ = _ e(b'y -z) = (l- fI)(b’y -z). 
Hence 
bTy -2’ 
f(y,z’)-f(y,z)=-4ln bTY_Z =-414-C n 
LEMMA 5. Let y be such that llpljtr < E < $. Then 
E(l-E)(1+2E) 
IIY -Y(&w.-~~ (1+E)(1_2E) . 
Proof. Let yL be the sequence of iterates obtained by repeatedly taking 
a unit Newton step pk, starting from y, i.e. yk+’ = yk + pk, where y 0 := y, 
and let Hk := H(yk , a). Using the notation introduced in the proof of Lemma 
2, we derive, for i = 1,2,. . . , k - 1 and any x E R”‘, 
IlXllffk = xTA(s,)-“iiTx 
1 1 1 2 
< i -. . . . 
1_ p l- p+* l- $f’ i 
IlxllfA 
where the last inequality follows because llvill = IIp’llH~ < E”, according to 
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Lemma 2. In particular we have 
1 
llp’ll 
E2’ 
< -llpillw B ___ WY(~)J) ’ T( E2i) 
7r( E2’) ’ 
where IT = FI~=,(l- ~“1. Consequently, we obtain that 
II(Y’ - Y”) + (Y” - Y”> + . ’ . (If,(y(;),z) (13) 
co 
G c IlP”llrfcy,cz,.t, 
i=O 
E2’ 
<e-- 
i=O ?T(E”) 
E + (1 - E)E2C&E2’ 
d 
de) 
(14) 
E(1$_2E) 
G (l+E)?T(E). (15) 
Now we derive a simple lower bound for T(E). It can easily be verified 
that T(E) is of the following Form: 
m 
T(E) = c CYkEk, 
k=O 
where o!k is either 1 or - 1. Now, let I, be the set I, = {i : ai = 1) and I, the 
set I, = {i : ai = - l}. Then 
T(E) = c Ek - 
k E I, 
The lemma follows by substituting this into (15). 
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LEMMA 6. If Ily - ~(~)IIH~~~~~,~~ G P then 
i I 1-B (Vy(z)-z)dPy-Z< 1+p (bTy(z)-2). hi ( 1 67 
Proof. BY definition we have 
= [Y - Y(N 9 [bTy;f;_z,2 + g1 [ci -y;(z)12 l I [Y - Yb)l 
a [Y - YWlT9 fbTy;ijT_ q [Y - YWI 
[ bTY - bTY(412 = 
9 [bTy(z)-t]2. 
Consequently 
-+y(z)-r] <bTy-hTy(z)C~[biy(l)-I], 
9 
This implies that 
( I 1-p [b’y(;)r]dP~y-;sjl+Pilb’y(z)-z]. n 9 9 
LEMMA 7. One has 
Proof. The exact center y(z) minimizes the potential function for z. 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for this are (1). From these condi- 
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tions we derive that x(z) is primal feasible. Moreover, using z* < crx(z) it 
follows that 
Consequently, 
(Z*- z)-[bTy(z)-z] Z[bTy(z)-z]. 
This implies 
z*--z< 1+$ [k&(Z)-Z]. 
i 1 
LEMMA 8. The gap bTy(z) - z decreases monotonically if z < z * in- 
creases. 
Proof. The system of equations (1) determines y(z) uniquely. Differen- 
tiating this system of equations with respect to z, we obtain 
ATy’ + s’ = 0, 
Ax’=O, 
Sx’ + Xs’ = 
bTy’-1 
e, 
9 
(16) 
where x I, y’, and s’ denote the derivatives of x(z), y(z), and s(z) with 
respect to z. The third equation of (16) is multiplied by AS-‘: 
AS-‘Xs’ = 
bTyJ - 1 
AS’e. 
9 
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AX”s’ = 
bTyl - 1 
b. 
4 
Substituting s’ = - ATy’, we get 
bTyr - 1 
y’= - ( AX2AT) -lb. 
4 
Taking the dot product of both sides with b results in 
bTyr = _ b T , ’ -’ bT(AX2AT)-lb. 
q 
Because bT(AX2AT)-lb is positive, we conclude that 0 < bTyf < 1. Conse- 
quently the derivative of bTV(z)- z, which is equal to bTy’ - 1, is negative. 
This proves the lemma. n 
4. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS 
Based on the lemmas in the previous section, we will give upper bounds 
for the total number of outer iterations and inner iterations. In the sequel of 
this section we shall assume that q > 1. Moreover, we shall take the 
proximity tolerance E equal to i. From the previous section we derive: 
(Lemma 1:) If the proximity criterion doesn’t hold, then we have 
AfZ&. 
(Lemmas 3 and 5:) If the proximity criterion holds, then we have 
(17) 
and 
(19) 
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and then (by Lemma 6 with fi = l), 
THEOREM 1. The algorithm requires 
1 q+n 
K=-,----- 
0 q&O@) 
outer iterations when used to find an exact solution of the prohlem. 
Proof. Let .zk be the lower bound in the k th outer iteration, and yk the 
iterate at the end of k outer iterations. We have 
z*--,‘k 
z* _&I = 
=* +-1 +@ryk-’ _&I)] 
z* _ zk-l 
glJh 
q+n 
The last inequality follows using Lemma 7 and then (20): 
,*_Zk-‘I_< l+f [bTY(Zk-l)-zk-l] ( I 
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Hence, after k outer iterations we get 
This means that z * - bTy K < 2-L certainly holds if 
Taking logarithms, this inequality reduces to 
Since - ln(l - t’) > c), this will certainly hold if 
1 q+n 
K>-. -[[L+ln(z*-z”)]. 
0 4-47 
Now using the assumption Z* - z” < 2L, made in the input of the Long-Step 
Path-Following Algorithm, the theorem follows. n 
From Lemma 6 it follows that for t = O(L), the algorithm ends up with a 
solution y K such that z * - bT yK <2-L, which will give rise to an exact 
solution. 
Now we give an upper bound for the total number of inner iterations 
during an arbitrary outer iteration. The approach is similar to Gonzaga’s 
approach in [3]. 
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TREOREM 2. The totd number P of inner iterations during un arbitrary 
outer iteration satisfies 
4498 
p<3+---- 
22g_P 
+- 
fi+1 ‘l-8”% 
Proof. We denote the lower bound used in an arbitrary outer iteration 
by z’, while the lower bound in the previous outer iteration is denoted by z. 
The iterates during this outer iteration are denoted by ya, y’, . . . , yp, ‘where 
y” is the iterate at the beginning of the outer iteration. Because of (17) we 
have 
(21) 
Because the lower bound was updated at the beginning of the outer iteration, 
we have because of Lemma 4 
f(yO,z’)-f(yO,z)=-9ln(l-8). 
We also have 
bTyp- z’ 
f(YPTZr)-f(YP,Z)= -qln bTyP_z 
= -91n 
bTyP - .z - 8( bTyo - z) 
bTyP- z 
These results are substituted into (21) to obtain 
bTyo - .z 
bTyP - z 
. (22) 
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Because y” is almost centered, we have because of (18) 
~(Y()Jz)-~(Y(~),~) <ik. 
Hence 
This is substituted into (22): 
(23) 
We have because of (20) 
bTyO-z> 1-k [b“y(J)-z]. 
i I 
We aIso have 
bTyP-.z=(bTyP+)+(z’-z) 
where the last inequality holds because it follows from Lemma 8 that 
bTy(zr>- z’ 4 bTy(z) - z. Hence we obtain 
bTyo - .z 
&!- 
hi 6-l 
bTyP- z 
2 
= (1+e>(&-+1). 
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This is substituted into (23): 
&P~$-9ln(l-B)+9ln l- ( ~(61) (I+Q(G+I) 1 
1 
i 
1 
=%+9ln -- 
e(h-1) 
I-0 (l-e*)(&+1) i 
1 
=z+9ln 
I+ ;:I 
i-e* 
=z+9ln 1+ ’ ( fi)+iiln(I++$) 
From Theorem 1 we know that the total number of outer iterations is at 
most 
1 9+n 
-.----O(L). 
tJ 9-6 
Hence the total number of inner iterations during the whole process is given 
by 
9+n 3 
i 
449 2298 ___ _ 
9-h B+ fi+I + I-82 o(L). 1 
(24) 
This makes clear that if we take 9 = O(n), then 
if we take 8 = 0(1/G), then the algorithm has an 0(&L) iteration 
bound; 
if we take 0 = O(l), then the algorithm has an O(A) iteration bound. 
The first case corresponds to a small reduction factor 8. In this case we can 
return to the vicinity of the central trajectory in O(1) steps, while the lower 
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bound must be updated 0(&L) times. The second case corresponds to a 
large reduction factor 8. In this case we can return to the vicinity of the 
central trajectory in O(nL) linesearches, while the lower bound must be 
updated O(L) times. 
In the input of the algorithm we assumed that the initial point lies close 
to the central path. The “centering assumption” can be alleviated to f(y”, z”) 
- f(y(z”),zo) < 0(&L) for the first case and to f(y”, z”>- f(y(z’),z’) < 
O(nL) for the second case. From Lemma 1 it easily follows that these 
alleviations don’t affect the iteration bounds. 
For the second case [0 = O(l)] th’ IS a 11 eviation implies that the algorithm 
can be started from almost any interior point. We only have to assume that 
the initial interior feasible point y” is such that ss > 2-o(L) for each 
j=l ,. . .,n and that the initial lower bound z” is such that bry’ - z” > 
2-o(L)[bTy(~o)- z’]. Further, since si(zo) is feasible to (D), it can be 
written as a convex combination of basic feasible solutions. The coordinates 
si of each basic feasible solution satisfy si < 2L, i = 1,. , , n. Therefore 
5 InSi < nL. (25) 
i=l 
Now due to our (very weak) assumptions and (25), we have 
bTyO - z(’ 
f(y”,z”)-f(y(zo),_Jo)= -9ln bTy(zO)_ZO - It Ins?+ k InSi 
i=l i=l 
<(q+n)O(L). 
Consequently, for q = O(n) we have f(y”, z”>- f(y(~a>, z’> < O(nL), which 
means that the algorithm can be initiated with y”. 
5. OBTAINING PRIMAL FEASIBLE SOLUTIONS 
The algorithm proposed and analysed in the previous sections works on 
the dual formulation (D). In each iteration the dual variable y is feasible. In 
some applications it is necessary to obtain feasible solutions for the primal 
problem 
(P) min crx: 
Ax = b, 
x >o. 
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In this section we will show that, if the proximity criterion holds, then primal 
feasible solutions can be obtained. Moreover, we will give a lower and an 
upper bound for the corresponding duality gap. We will use the notation 
introduced in the proof of Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let w := c + e. Zf IIplIH d 1 ‘then 
bTy-z 
x. := -----w, 
I 
Ysiw*+I ” 
l<i<n, 
is primal feasible. 
(26) 
Proof. From (6) we derive that Bw = 0. From the definition of B 
because all w,,+~ are equal for 1 < i < 9, Consequently, defining xi as 
bTy -z 
x_ := -----w. 
t 
FiWn+1 I’ 
l<i<n, 
it follows that AX = b. For the feasibility of x we also have to verify x > 0. 
It is easy to verify that 
WTW = wTe = eTe - Ilplls = n + q - Ilpilf,. 
Let T := IlpllH; th en it follows that w lies on the sphere 
wTw=n+q-r2 (27) 
and in the hyperplane 
wTe = n + q - r2. (28) 
Now we prove that the minimal value of wi, denoted wmin, is greater than or 
equal to 0 if T < 1. Using the Kuhn-Tucker theory, it can easily be verified 
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that the minimal value w,,,~” occurs if n + 9 - 1 components of the vector w 
are equal, and one component is equal to w,,,~,,. Using (27) and (28) it is easy 
to verify that w,,,~” satisfies 
From this it is obvious that wmin < 0 and T < 1 gives a contradiction. 
Consequently, if T < 1, then x is primal feasible. W 
THEOREM 4. If JlplJH < 1 and x is defined by (26) then the duality gap 
x Ts satisfies 
2 
where 7 := ((pl( H and a:=l-- 
n+9’ 
Proof. From the definition of xi we obtain 
bTy -z 
x.s. = -w. I I 
9w,+1 ‘. 
Consequently, for the duality gap we derive 
c;= lwi 
xTs=(bTy-Z)P 
9Wn+1 . 
Now we will derive an upper bound for 
cy= lwi
,y( w) := ___ 
9w,+1 ’ 
From (27) and (28) it follows that w belongs to the n + 9 - l-dimensional 
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sphere with center ae and radius 7 u <, where o=l-~*/(n+q). This 
means that 
To obtain an upper bound for x(w), we maximize x(w) subject to (29). This 
maximum is certainly less than the maximum of x(w) subject to 
(30) 
From (30) we easily derive that Cl,lw, < n(a + em> and w,,+~ > 
u - ~Ja/s- > 0. Using these bounds we obtain 
In the same way it can be verified that 
x(w) 2 
n(a - 7)Lqi) 
4(” + ds) . 
Hence, the theorem follows. m 
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